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BEARINGS

The Complete Cummins® ISX15/QSX15 Engine Solution
The POWERFORGED® ISX15/QSX15 piston is just one part of the complete power solutions  
FP Diesel® makes available for these popular Cummins engines. From gasket sets and bearings  
to liners and rings, every FP Diesel ISX15/QSX15 component is precision-engineered to meet the 
most demanding specifications, designed and tested to withstand brutal operating environments.

Choose FP Diesel and get the parts proven every day in Cummins engines around the world. 

PISTON CPL DESCRIPTION APPLICATION

FP-4923743
8283, 8284, 8285, 8286, 

8518, 8519, 8522
ISX 2002 On-Highway

FP-2882635
1771, 2629, 2933, 8242, 

8244, 8255, 8257
ISX1 / ISX2 On-Highway

FP-2882636
2834, 2835, 2836, 2837, 

2900, 8246, 8247
ISX3 / Signature

On-Highway, Power 
Generators

FP-4298992
2825, 8081, 8142, 8469, 

8571, 8587, 8588
QSX 2007

Non Road, Power 
Generators, Industrial



High Combustion Temperature
Steel Piston – Enabling Technology

Monosteel Piston Cooling Gallery Design
• The two-piece welded piston design allows the cooling gallery to be closer to 

the top of the piston resulting in significant piston temperature reductions

Other Piston Monosteel®
the top of the piston, resulting in significant piston temperature reductions.
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FP Diesel® POWERFORGED® Piston – ISX15/QSX15 
Patented Replacement Design

Stronger Structure

Superior Coating

DUROSHIELD®

Precision Pin Boring 

Cooler Running

The FP Diesel® POWERFORGED® ISX15/QSX15 patented design piston features FM4140 forged steel 

material, state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing processes and an exclusive box structure 

gallery design. These all combine to give the POWERFORGED ISX15/QSX15 piston increased structural 

strength, superior stability of the ring belt, and significantly reduced piston temperatures.

Other ISX15/QSX15 piston designs utilize a gallery closed off by cover plates that can dislodge and cause 
engine damage. An even greater concern is that the ring belt is unsupported. 

These issues can result in piston deformity – flex in the ring land and bowl rim, causing poor combustion 
sealing, increased blow-by and ring damage – and added stress/fatigue, leading to cracking and piston failure. 

These pistons’ feature an in-house manganese phosphate coating – exclusive to  
Federal-Mogul Motorparts – that features a better grain structure and provides two key benefits:

1) Greater resistance against the corrosive effects of higher sulfate diesel fuel, and
2) Improved lubrication and film retention. This improves break-in, reduces pin scuffing and
facilitates low-friction motion, prevents galling, and provides improved resistance to wear.
In addition, the manganese phosphate coating in conjunction with the profiled pin bore
design drastically reduces pin bore stress and wear.

The POWERFORGED ISX15/QSX15 piston’s steel skirt is coated with 
the exclusive DUROSHIELD® moly-graphite skirt coating that extends 
engine life and essentially eliminates scuffing. This technologically 
advanced coating is precisely applied to the piston through a 
computer-controlled process.

With the wide variations in thermal and mechanical load during the 
engine operating cycle, complex geometry is required to assure 
that the bushingless pin bore survives the high cylinder pressure 
environment. Precise control of bore dimensions, shape and surface 
finish is critical.  

To accomplish this, FP Diesel replacement pistons utilize high-
precision electro-erosion machining (HPEEM) in boring the pin hole. 
This state-of-the-art process creates a pin hole with tolerances of  
just a few microns, greatly improving load transfer capability  
and enhancing the piston’s overall reliability. 

Today’s diesel engines can drive piston bowl temperatures as high as 500ºC, oxidizing and breaking down 

piston material, and leading to catastrophic failure. Controlling piston temperatures is a crucial factor in  

a successful engine design. 

The POWERFORGED ISX15/QSX15 piston’s closed cooling gallery holds more oil and allows  

it to reach more of the piston’s interior surfaces, maximizing cooling. The design also brings oil closer  

to the top of the piston, where temperatures are at their highest, and covers more of the undercrown, 

substantially reducing heat.

This unique closed gallery steel piston is manufactured through an award-winning  

patented friction-welding process that precisely controls the metal displacement 

and grain structure combining two separate component halves into a one-piece  

piston of exceptional structural strength.

Precisely located piston cooling jet orifices optimize oil entry into the piston. The oil 

drains via exit holes above the connecting rod, providing lubrication to the pin bore.

• COOLER PISTON TEMPERATURES

• EXCEPTIONAL PISTON STRENGTH

• REDUCED PISTON DEFORMITY

• DIMINISHED SCUFFING AND SUPERIOR BREAK-IN

• IMPROVED RING SEALING AND RING LIFE

• REDUCED PIN BORE STRESS

The FP Diesel POWERFORGED ISX15/QSX15 piston features a patented friction-welded closed gallery 
design that significantly reduces piston deformity through increased piston strength while improving ring 
performance. In addition, the microstructure of the exclusive FM4140 steel used in the POWERFORGED 
ISX15/QSX15 piston is made up of a highly refined and uniform grain size. This provides for improved 
resistance to fatigue, greater strength in critical areas, and optimum weight management. 

OTHER DESIGN  SF=1.4*POWERFORGED  SF>5*

* FP Diesel POWERFORGED piston design and materials increase the part’s
Safety Factor (SF), the structural capacity of a part to go beyond the expected load. 

The higher the number, the stronger the part.  

Exclusive friction-welded one-piece forged steel technology


